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Changing the style of an image/video while preserving its content is a crucial criterion to access a new neural
style transfer algorithm. However, it is very challenging to transfer a new map art style to a certain video
in which “content” comprises a map background and animation objects. In this paper, we present a novel
comprehensive system that solves the problems in transferring map art style in such video. Our system takes
as input an arbitrary video, a map image, and an off-the-shelf map art image. It then generates an artistic
video without damaging the functionality of the map and the consistency in details. To solve this challenge,
we propose a novel network, Map Art Video Network (MAViNet), the tailored objective functions, and a rich
training set with rich animation contents and different map structures. We have evaluated our method on
various challenging cases and many comparisons with those of the related works. Our method substantially
outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of visual quality and meets the mentioned criteria in this
research domain.
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INTRODUCTION

Map art (MArt) is a masterpiece in which the artist integrates human portrait and topography
to make it appear as though the two have always belonged together. This modern artwork was
created by artist Ed Fairburn [10]. The artist uses paper maps as canvases for incredibly detailed
portraits, rendering human features as topographical landscapes on top of street maps, star charts,
railroad blueprints, and other maps. Fairburn described the feeling when he was creating: “I am to
preserve the functionality of each map by feeding the composition instead of fighting it” [11]. To
create such a MArt, an artist’s experience plays a big part, and the artist can take a couple of days
or even a couple of months, depending on size and complexity. Automatic computational strategies
for MArt can reduce the training and production burdens and make MArt readily available to the
general public. Especially, creating a Map Art Video (MAVi) should be an ill-posed hand-craft
process. Thus, automatically producing a MAVi could be an interesting research field and a potential
industry product. Moreover, style transfer has been applied in several ways in the era of AI creation,
such as photo and video editors, commercial art, gaming, and virtual reality. However, the existing
style transfer methods are limited in oil paintings. Our current work shapes the applications of
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style transfer by extending to MArt style, which is mentioned as special modern artwork. This
could be potential to enable people to obtain more predictable results and increase the diversity of
user experience.
Inspired by the above motivation, we develop a system to transfer MArt styles to videos. We
focus on stylizing such input videos which encompass of animation on the map background, as
visualized in Figure 1. We aim to generate MAVi with three criteria: (1) the style should be resembled
that of the style in the given MArt, (2) the map functionality/structure (e.g., text, tiny road, line
structure) should be preserved as well as the portrait (i.e., animating object) is not damaged, and (3)
be coherent in both temporary and map structure.

Fig. 1. Our proposed model can transfer the map art styles from artists on various contents.

An early study in MArt generation is a multi-stage framework introduced by Shih et al. [43].
First, their scheme bases on feature maps to extract the portrait from the given MArt to obtain a
“clean-MArt” (i.e., a MArt without portrait). An input portrait and the clean-MArt are optimized by
Gram matrix [14] to generate a coarse-target MArt. Then in the second stage, the coarse-target
MArt and an input map are fed to a second-round optimization to enhance the texture and color
in the fine-target MArt. Although their system is successful in some images, our preliminary
experiments showed that it is nontrivial to extend it to MAVi due to the following reasons:
• A portrait extraction manner is conducted in advance to analyze the information of the
input MArt, which is selected from the feature maps through a similarity measurement.
However, this technique is straightforward and not efficient in the cases that the input MArt
is complicated.
• The system by itself is necessarily coped with some auxiliary functions to end up harmonious
styled results, such as: a map, which is the former background of the input content image,
is used in the refinement stage as an extra input or the generated MArt needs to be colorconverted to match with the color of the input style.
• Although Shih et al. [43] show a few smooth video results despite being trained on only still
imagery, we found that without additional temporal regularization, there is noticeable flicker.
Existing learning-based methods in style transfer [12, 21, 24] may also be adopted, but the results
are usually unsatisfactory due to the lack of consideration of the fundamental preservation of map
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functionality. This is particularly true for the map with prominent fundamental characteristics or
sensitive to structure distortion, and the results are not entirely satisfactory.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive system to generate MAVi automatically. Our system
takes as input an arbitrary video, a map image, and an off-the-shelf MArt image. Output is a smooth,
temporally consistent, and artistic video. We demonstrate that by properly designing the network
structure, adequate objective functions, and providing sufficient training data for training the CNN,
we can successfully transfer MArt style to the video and efficiently preserve the functionality of
the map and structural consistency in MAVi results.
To achieve that, we propose a novel network called Map Art Video Network (MAViNet) that is
especially useful for preserving the functionality and rich detail of the map in the results. To obtain
good results, we also design tailored objective functions. Besides, we develop a rich training set
containing many video frames, rich animation content, and different map structures. To validate the
effectiveness of our method, we test our method with a wide variety of challenge cases. Realistic and
appealing results are obtained. We also compare our results with related methods to demonstrate
our capability in handling style transfer on video. In addition, we further show how to use the
benefits from our scheme for sketch stylization and ancient movie production. In summary, our
technical contributions are as follows.
• We propose an efficient model for MAVi generation, MAViNet, without damaging the rich
detail of the map and preserve the consistency in map structure.
• We design objective functions that are tailored to this research domain.
• The proposed framework can shape MAVi generation of arbitrary input videos.
2

RELATED WORK

The advances in artificial intelligence technologies give new opportunities to make the masterpieces
art be available to digitize [2, 38]. There are plenty of studies and techniques exploring how to
automatically turn images into synthetic artworks. Among these studies, the advances in nonphotorealistic rendering (NPR) [16, 39, 46] are inspiring, and nowadays, it is a firmly established
field in the community of computer graphics. However, most of these NPR stylization algorithms are
designed for particular artistic styles [15, 39] and cannot be easily extended to other styles. Although
these algorithms are capable of faithfully depicting certain prescribed styles, they typically have
the limitations in flexibility, style diversity, and effective image structure extractions. Therefore,
there is a demand for novel algorithms to address these limitations, which gives birth to the field of
neural style transfer (NST).
Style transfer is a technique that aims at rendering images with desired artistic styles without
annotated data. The first NST algorithm was proposed by Gatys et al. [15] which addresses the
limitations of previous NPR algorithms without CNNs. This seminal works showed that deep
neural networks (DNNs) encode not only the content but also the style information of an image.
Gatys’method is successful in changing the style of an image while preserving its content. Although
this former method suffers some limitations, such as a slow scheme due to an optimization process
or generally fails for photorealistic synthesis, it inspired many later image style transfer models
[3, 5, 9, 24, 28, 32, 42, 47]. Mentioned as the most successful heritors of Gatys et al. [15], Johnson
et al. [24] proposed a feed-forward network to control style conversion. Essentially, they only differ
in the network architecture, which has design follows the network proposed by Radford et al. [37].
The objective function is similar to the algorithms of Gatys et al. [15]. Therefore, it makes them
suffer from the same aforementioned issues as Gatys’ algorithm.
With the aims to transfer arbitrary artistic styles with one single trainable model, Huang and
Belongie [21] introduced an approach which combines the flexibility of the optimization-based
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framework [15] and the speed similar to the fasted feed-forward approaches [24, 47]. Their method
is based on Dumoulin et al. [9], an early work was built on the basic of instance normalisation
layer in per-style-per-model algorithm [47]. However, these algorithms are data-driven and limited
on generalising on unseen styles. Also, it is hard to synthesise complicated style patterns with rich
details and local structures [23]. Some recent works [1, 7, 30] attempt to propose methods that
can adaptively perform image and video stylization on arbitrary artistic styles. They all present
promising models with expressive results.
Video stylization gives the additional challenge in such research domain. Different from still image
style transfer, the design of video style transfer algorithm needs to consider the smooth transition
between adjacent video frames. When directly applying the image style transfer techniques [15, 24,
50] to videos, the generated stylized video will inevitably be affected with severe flicking artifacts. As
such, to alleviate the flicking artifacts, a number of video style transfer approaches [4, 13, 20, 27, 40]
are proposed by additionally utilizing temporal constraints to ensure the temporal consistency
across frames. Recently, some novel approaches are introduced to improve the robustness of video
style transfer [29, 48]. For more related work, readers can see a survey in Jing et al. [23].
To challenge with map art style transfer, a multi-stage framework is introduced by Shih et al. [43]
which is mentioned as a variation of Gatys et al. [15]. The method can simulate good MArt results.
However, this method has some shortcomings as we discussed in previous section. Therefore, there
is a demand a novel algorithm to address these limitations.
In summary, existing works in style transfer, including still images and video’s algorithms,
have the benefits of transferring new style to a certain image/video. However, they still suffer the
common limitations of NST algorithms. Therefore, such NST algorithms are tailored to transfer
new style in natural image/video. The image/video with map content is a kind of special content
whose composes of patterns with rich details and local structures. Transferring map art style in
map content is a challenge that needs to be investigated.
3
3.1

OUR APPROACH
System overview

Our system is a comprehensive process, as shown in Figure 2. The system gets as input an arbitrary
video, a digital map image, and an off-the-shelf MArt image. We first adopt a segmentation method
[6] to extract animating objects from the input video. This segmented video is then composited
with the input map to assemble the map-video (m-Vi), i.e., video with map background. After
that, m-Vi and the input MArt are fed to our proposed model to transfer the style of MArt to m-Vi.
The stylized m-Vi in our system, which is so-called MAVi, is the sequence video frames in which
“the content” mirrors those from m-Vi, and the “style” resembles that of the given MArt.
For the purpose of transferring the style of a given MArt to m-Vi, we propose a network, called
Map Art Video Network (MAViNet), which gets as input a m-Vi and a MArt and generates an artistic
and temporally-consistent video. The overall framework of MAViNet is outlined in Figure 3. Section
3.2 describes the MAViNet architecture in detail. The model is trained by minimizing four types of
loss functions described in Section 3.3.
3.2

Map Art Video Network

In designing an appropriate CNN model, we have two requirements. Firstly, the portrait and the
functionality of the map should be preserved. Secondly, the generated video should be temporally
consistent and map consistent. To achieve these, we adopt a pixel-wise CNN model to build our
model (MAViNet). A typical pixel-wise CNN model is composed of two parts: an encoding network
(Encoder) and a decoding network (Decoder). The encoding network compresses the input into
J. ACM, Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: 2022.
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Fig. 2. The pipeline of our comprehensive system. The system takes as input an arbitrary video, a map image,
and a MArt. In the m-Vi generation, the input video is first segmented to extract the animating objects.
Segmented video and the input map are composited to assemble m-Vi. In the stylization manner, the m-Vi
and MArt are fed to our MAViNet to transfer the style in the MArt to the m-Vi.

feature vectors. Meanwhile, the decoding network is built after the encoding network to reconstruct
the desired output from the encoded feature vectors. However, the basic structure Encoder-Decoder
is too “plain” and may lead to degrading problem due to its streamlined nature, as gradient is hard
to propagate from higher levels to lower levels. It may be unable to produce high-quality results
when the input has complex content, such as the map patterns in our MAVi application, even with
deeper levels of convolutions. To increase the depth of the network while avoiding this degrading
problem, we construct our model with three parts: MArt-Encoder, Multi-layer Transformer Module,
and MArt-Decoder. Our full model jointly learns to transfer style of a MArt to m-Vi and maintain
temporal consistency. The network is designed to be fully convolutional, which can handle arbitrary
size input. The overview of MAViNet is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The architecture of our MAViNet.

3.2.1 MArt-Encoder (MArt-E). We design the MArt-E to encode the m-Vi frames and MArt image
to feature space. The basic encoder block used in a typical CNN model is a block consisting of a
pyramid of convolutional layers (Conv) followed by a batch normalization layer (BN ) [22] and a
rectified linear unit layer (ReLU ) [33] (Conv-BN-ReLU ). Differently, in our CNN, the convolutional
layers are followed by a Filter Response Normalization (FRN) [45] instead of BN and a Thresholded
Linear Unit layer (TLU) instead of ReLU (Conv-FRN-TLU ). The reason is that FRN performs
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normalization operation at channel level and does not subtract the average value of the channel.
Thus, the correlation between channels can be maintained. In terms of TLU, the threshold in this
activation function is also a parameter that can be learned. Therefore, it can effectively balance the
instability in network training to reduce the water droplet-like artifacts [25].
Given a m-Vi frame C and a MArt image S, we can extract the corresponding set of feature
maps after each MArt-E block. We denote them as Φ𝑐 = {X𝑖𝑐 }, Φ𝑠 = {X𝑖𝑠 }, respectively (𝑖 = 1 . . . 3,
i.e., three blocks in MArt-E). In the following parts, for short, we use notation X𝑙𝑗 to stand for the
feature maps of a certain layer in MArt-E (𝑗 ∈ {Φ𝑐 , Φ𝑠 }).
3.2.2 Multi-layer Transformer Module. Preserving functionality in the input m-Vi frames is a
challenge in this research domain since such frames comprise either specific attributes of the map
(e.g. line structure, text, pattern) or the portrait of animating objects. A naïve style transfer model
successes in stylizing an ordinary content image but it may fail in such m-Vi content. The reason is
that the extracted features are not sufficient to reconstruct the intricate details of the map. Taking
this issue into account, we propose a module, called Multi-layer Transformer (MLT), to deepen our
network and enhance the extracted feature maps to overcome the aforementioned challenge.

Fig. 4. Plain residual block structure vs. Our MLT structure.

Conventionally, a pure architecture simply adds convolution layers to deepen the network to
obtain deep features from different resolutions. However, this strategy makes the gradient disappear,
and the output images will become gradually blurry. He et al. [18] showed that residual networks
are easier to optimize, and can gain accuracy from considerably increased depth. Inspired by this, we
design our MLT module consisting of five blocks called MArt-residual, which takes as input feature
maps from two distinct layers in our MArt-E (Figure 4(b)) rather than one single layer [18, 24]
(Figure 4(a)). This can help in understanding the semantic-level which is required to preserve in
the stylized results. Each MArt-residual consists of two convolution layers with FRN [45] and TLU
activation function. Hereafter, we describe the procedure to obtain features via our MLT module.
Once the m-Vi frames and MArt image are encoded by our MArt-E, feature maps of the later
blocks (X2𝑗 and X3𝑗 ) are fed to MLT module. Note that we only use two later blocks in Φ𝑐 and Φ𝑠
in this manner since they capture deeper features of input frames than the first layer. Thus, their
features are adequately meaningful to learn. First, we feed X2𝑗 to a MArt-residual and generate new
feature maps (X𝑢𝑗 ):
X𝑢𝑗 = X2𝑗 + R (X2𝑗 ),

(1)

where R (.) is MArt-residual. Meanwhile, X3𝑗 is operated by a upsample operator. Subsequently,
they are concatenated with X𝑢𝑗 to yield the feature maps, denoted by X𝑒𝑗 , as the followed formula:

X𝑒𝑗 = 𝑓𝑐 X𝑢𝑗 , 𝑓𝑢 (X3𝑗 , 𝑘) ,
(2)
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where 𝑓𝑐 (.) is the concatenation, 𝑓𝑢 (.) denotes the up-sample operator with filter 𝑘 = 2. Thereafter,
we obtain the enhanced feature maps of MLT module by formulating as:
X𝑑𝑗 = X𝑒𝑗 +

𝑁𝑟
Õ

R𝜂 (X𝑒𝑗 ),

(3)

𝜂=1

where 𝑁𝑟 = 4 is the number of MArt-residual used this manner, R𝜂 is referred to a MArt-residual.
The efficiency of the enhanced feature maps obtained from our MLT module is visualized in Figure
10. Obviously, by adapting MLT module the stylized result preserves both map attributes and
portrait details.
3.2.3 MArt-Decoder (MArt-D). The goal of MArt-D is to decode feature maps to stylized frames.
Because using deconvolution layers to decode the feature maps eventually produces “checkerboard”
effects [34] by the backward pass of convolution layers, we design the MArt-D with three upsample
layers (nearest neighbor interpolation) followed with a convolutional layer for the upsampling.
As in the discussion above, we do not use Instance Normalization and Relu activation function as
designed in such a classic deconvolution layer, but instead adopting FRN and TLU after each layer in
our design. Our MArt-D has three blocks, each of them performs the UpSample-Conv-FRN-TLU
structure. This design offers a crucial benefit to preserve map functionality and rich detail of m-Vi
frames.
Given an input set of feature maps X ∈ R𝐶𝑖𝑛 ×𝐻 ×𝑊 where 𝐻 , 𝑊 , and 𝐶𝑖𝑛 is the height, width, and
the number of input feature maps. The output feature maps yielded by a certain upsampling layer
is defined as:
Z = 𝐻𝑢 (X; Ψ),
(4)
where Ψ is the bias and 𝐻𝑢 (.) is the upsampling function. The output feature maps of decoder
Z ∈ R𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 ×𝐻 ×𝑊 , where 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the number of output feature maps, is then fed to final block, consists
of a Conv and Tanh activation function, to generate the final output.
3.3

Loss Function

We train the our MAViNet model 𝑓 by solving the following objective function:

min 𝜆𝑆𝑃 L𝑆𝑃 (𝑓 ) + 𝜆𝑆 L𝑆 (𝑓 ) + 𝜆𝐶𝐻 L𝐶𝐻 (𝑓 ) + 𝜆𝑇𝑉 L𝑇𝑉

(5)

𝑓

where L𝑆𝑃 is a structural preservation loss, L𝑆 is a MArt style loss, L𝐶𝐻 is a coherence loss,
and L𝑇𝑉 is the total variance loss. 𝜆𝑆𝑃 , 𝜆𝑆 , 𝜆𝐶𝐻 and 𝜆𝑇𝑉 are the training weights. We present the
pseudocode of our training procedure in Algorithm 1. The detail of each component function is
presented below. In section 4, we further give out the ablations to verify the necessity and the
effectiveness of loss function in our model training.
3.3.1 Structural preservation loss. To measure high-level perceptual and semantic differences
between images, the straightforward way is by calculating perceptual loss functions [24]. This
concept is used in some well-known style transfer networks [12, 15, 24, 51]. However, our early
experiments show that the generated results are blurry and fail in preserving features of the content,
including the portrait and map patterns, when training the network with the standard perceptual
loss [24]. Therefore, in this study, we design a tailored loss for MAVi application, called structural
preservation loss, to measure the different representations. In particular, the differences between
the standard content loss and our structural preservation loss are probably in three points as follows.
Firstly, our structural preservation loss jointly computes the difference on both background and
foreground of input frames. Secondly, instead of calculating Euclidean distance between the target
features and the features of the output image over multiple layers of the pre-trained VGG-19 [44],
J. ACM, Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: 2022.
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Fig. 5. Standard content loss vs Our structural preservation loss.

we only use one layer of VGG-19 [44] (as shown in Figure 5). And thirdly, we further use the
ground-truth mask of input frames in our structural preservation loss. It can help transfer the style
to the foreground as strongly as possible, while the background information is better preserved.
Algorithm 1 Procedure of training MAViNet
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Input: A map art style image (S), a pair of two consecutive input frames (C𝑡 −1, C𝑡 ), the corresponding backward flow 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 , and ground-truth occlusion map M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 , mask of input
frame M.
Output: MAViNet model.
for each iteration do
Ŷ𝑡 −1 ← MAViNet(C𝑡 −1, S)
Ŷ𝑡 ← MAViNet(C𝑡 ), S)
Compute Φ(C), Φ( Ŷ)
/*Φ(.) is the conv4 of VGG; C stand for C𝑡 or C𝑡 −1 ; Ŷ stand for
Ŷ𝑡 −1 or Ŷ𝑡 */
Warp 𝜑 (C𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 )
Warp 𝜑 ( Ŷ𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1
Compute gradient by losses:

L𝑆𝑃 ← L Φ(C, Φ( Ŷ), M

L𝑆 ← L G(Φ𝑖 (C)), G(Φ𝑖 ( Ŷ)) /*𝑖 ∈ [1 . . . 5] */
L𝑚 ← L (M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1, C𝑡 −1, C𝑡 , Ŷ𝑡 −1, Ŷ𝑡 )
L𝑡 ← L (M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1, Ŷ𝑡 −1, Ŷ𝑡 )
Update gradient.
end for
Return MAViNet model

Our structural preservation loss L𝑆𝑃 includes two terms L𝑏 and L 𝑓 , which corresponds to
the background differences and foreground differences between the input m-Vi frame C and the
predicted MAVi frame Ŷ. We use layer 4 in the pre-trained VGG-19 [44] as Φ to define these
two terms. The reason is that features at lower layers are free from the influence of colors. But if
we use very deep layers, important features are lost and difficult to be reconstructed (see Figure
6). Especially, both of two terms are defined as the (squared, normalized) Euclidean distance of
activations in layer 4 of Φ. Assume Φ has 𝐾 distinct filters, and the size of response feature maps is
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𝐻 × 𝑊 . The value of the activation of 𝑘 filter at position (𝑖, 𝑗) in layer 4 can be represented by a
matrix:
Φ (𝑖,𝑗),𝑘 ∈ R (𝐻 ×𝑊 )×𝐾 ,
(6)
Then two terms in the structural preservation loss are defined as
L𝑏 =∥ Φ(C) (1 − M) − Φ( Ŷ) (1 − M) ∥ 2,
L 𝑓 =∥ Φ(C)M − Φ( Ŷ)M ∥ ,
L𝑆𝑃 = L𝑏 + L 𝑓 ,
where M is the ground-truth mask of the input m-Vi frame C.
2

(7)
(8)
(9)

Fig. 6. Visualization of features obtained in different layers of VGG-19.

3.3.2 MArt style loss. The MArt style loss L𝑆 is to minimize the style differences between generated
MAVi frames and input MArt image. The standard style loss function in [15, 43] use all the layers
in pretrained VGG-19 network. If we naively apply this to train our MAViNet network noise-like
patterns appear in the results. To tackle this issue, feature maps of five layers (𝐿) in VGG-19 (𝐿 =
{conv1, conv2, conv3, conv4, conv5}) are detached for different functions in our overall style loss.
Gatys et al. [15] showed that the first few layers of VGG are sensitive to style of the image and
later layers are sensitive to the content. Guided by this work, we use layers conv4 and conv5 to
retain the texture of style image meanwhile the first three layers computed by cross-layer Gram
matrix [49] to reduce their impact on the results. Accordingly, the MArt style loss in our training
is formulated as:
𝐿
Õ
L𝑆 =
∥ G𝑖 (Φ𝑖 (C)) − G𝑖 (Φ𝑖 (S)) ∥ 2,
(10)
𝑖=0

where G(.) is the Gram matrix:
(
𝑖

G (Φ𝑖 (.)) =

[Φ𝑖 (.)] [Φ𝑖 (.)] ⊺ , i= conv4, conv5
[Φ𝑖 (.)] [Φ𝑖+1 (.)] ⊺ , if otherwise,

(11)

3.3.3 Coherence loss. The MAVi results in the current application must be consistent not only
in temporary but also in map structure. Existing researches [4, 13, 17, 41] have found that image
style transfer models are not temporally consistent. In other words, the style loss and temporal
loss might not be well minimized at the same time. Therefore, image stylization models that target
minimizing style loss cannot avoid flickering artifacts. Moreover, the experiments in the prior
networks [12, 21], which are trained for video style transfer, indicate that if the stylization model is
forced to maintain temporal consistency, the stylization performance will degrade. Although these
models are temporally smoother, the distribution of color is simpler, and the details of strokes and
textures are lost.
Motivated by above reasons, we design the coherence loss L𝐶𝐻 in this study as the weighted
combination of two parts:
L𝐶𝐻 = 𝛽L𝑚 + 𝜆L𝑡 ,
(12)
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where L𝑚 is the map coherence loss, L𝑡 is the temporal coherence loss, and 𝛽, 𝜆 is the weight of
each loss, respectively.
Map coherence loss. The structural preservation loss L𝑆𝑃 we proposed in the above section is
sufficient to preserve the map functionality on a MArt result (i.e., a single image). When generating
video result, L𝑆𝑃 by itself does not guarantee such a clear structure of the map as well as the
structure consistency between consecutive generated frames. Therefore, we define a map coherence
loss L𝑚 to preserve the integrity of map after transferring to a new style. This loss is defined as
L𝑚 =

𝑇
1 Õ
M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 (𝜉𝑐 − 𝜉𝑠 ) 2,
𝐻 × 𝑊 𝑡 =2

(13)

where 𝐻,𝑊 is the height and width of input/output video, 𝑇 denotes the total frames, 𝜉𝑐 and 𝜉𝑠
is the temporal warping error of two consecutive input frames (C𝑡 −1, C𝑡 ) and generated frames
(Ŷ𝑡 −1, Ŷ𝑡 ), respectively. We calculate the warping error by using the estimated backward flow to
warp the previous frame to the next frame. Accordingly, they are defined as follows.
𝜉𝑐 = C𝑡 − 𝜑 (C𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 ),

(14)

𝜉𝑠 = Ŷ𝑡 − 𝜑 ( Ŷ𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 ),

(15)

where 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 is the estimated backward flow between input frames, 𝜑 is the warping function, and
M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 is the occlusion map:
(
0, if occlusion and motion boundary = 0
M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 =
(16)
1, otherwise,
Our formulation of L𝑚 encourages the structure of the generated frame at time step 𝑡 to be
consistent with the those in the corresponding input m-Vi frame. For instance, if there is occlusion
between two consecutive frames, using forward warping that only based on optical flow properly
fails to define the corresponding pixel in the next frame. Therefore, we use the ground-truth
occlusion map to set the weight of residual of two consecutive frames to 0. This reduces the error
in the calculation of the loss function. Beside, this not only helps the output to be consistent along
the motion trajectories but also avoids ghosting artifacts at occlusions or motion discontinuities.
Temporal coherence loss. The temporal coherence loss is used to preserve the temporal consistency of the generated MAVi by minimizing the error between the 𝑡 𝑡ℎ and (𝑡 − 1)𝑡ℎ generated
frame (Ŷ𝑡 , Ŷ𝑡 −1 ). We follow the protocol in [40] that uses occlusion map M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 and optical flow
𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 to design our temporal loss function as
L𝑡 =

𝐻Õ
×𝑊
1
M𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 ∥ Ŷ𝑡 − 𝐹𝑡 ⇒𝑡 −1 Ŷ𝑡 −1 ∥ 2
𝐻 × 𝑊 𝑖=1

(17)

3.3.4 Total variation loss. To make the predicted results smoother, we add the total variation
loss function. This function calculates the square difference between adjacent pixels to achieve a
smoothing affect. The formula is as follows:
Õq
L𝑇𝑉 =
|𝑦𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 | 2 + |𝑦𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 | 2,
(18)
𝑖,𝑗

We further add this function in our full loss as an auxiliary loss to reduce the noise on the generated
frames.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Implementation Details

We trained our MAViNet network on our prepared training data, which consists of 450 sets of video.
The detail of training data preparation is presented in the Appendix, section A. Adam solver [26] is
used with a batch size of 2 for 60,000 iterations and an initial learning rate of 3x10−3 . During the
training of our MAViNet model, we empirically set parameters as 𝜆𝑆𝑃 = 5x105, 𝜆𝑆 = 105, 𝜆𝐶𝐻 = 10−3 ,
and 𝜆𝑇𝑉 = 5x105 to balance the impact among the loss functions.
4.2

Our results and discussion

To evaluate our method, we test it on several video contents and MArt styles. The results are
exhibited in Figure 7. In the content frames of these experiments, the map encompasses of tiny
attributes (e.g., stroke, circle line, text) and the moving object is with challenge-to-preserve details
(e.g., flying hair, the eyes, or the eyebrow). We can see that most of these attributes and details are
well preserved after stylizing session. These results reveal that our proposed model is tolerant to the
complex content structure when styling with different map art styles. To highlight the capability of
our method, we further examine it on different kinds moving objects. For example, the character in
(A) and blooming flower in (B) are sensitive to be distorted in such a style transfer process. Despite
of these challenges, the stylized frames appear as the style in the given art map and the content is
well preserved. In the example (E), the input frame consists of multiple moving objects, and the
background is the map with painting texture. By observation, our method can do such a good style
transfer in this challenging case. We further verify the effectiveness of our proposed model with
the example in Figure 8. In these cases, the input frames encompass of rich content (e.g., multiple
moving objects and significant background). We hypothesize that the background is the map and
we aim to preserve it when stylizing. The results reveal that our method is also successful in this
challenge.
To further highlight the effectiveness of our proposed model on general content, we test it
on different content images, which are non-map-background contents. The stylized results are
demonstrated in Figure 9. Here, we compare our results with a recent style transfer method MCCNet
[7]. MCCNet is proposed for generating arbitrary style and on such content that we used in this
experiment. The code of MCCNet is released by the authors, therefore, it is fair for this comparison.
By observing the intensive results in this figure, generally, MCCNet has significant shortcomings
when examining on MArt styles. The color in the style images can be transferred well, but the
content is damaged. Meanwhile, our method transfers successfully MArt style on such data. More
specifically, the eyes of the women (in the results of (A)), line attributes in the results of (B) and (C),
and the tiny detail of the landscape photo (in the results of (D) are almost preserved well). This
success makes the stylized results be able to appear in such an artistic form but still keep the soul
of the original image.
4.3

Ablation study

4.3.1 The impact of MAViNet Network. One of our core design choice is to use an Encoder-Decoder
stream to construct a MArt-Encoder/Decoder in conjunction with a proposed MLT module. To
validate this design, we compare our model (MArt-E → MLT → MArt-D) performance with those
of the three naive baselines. They are (1) a plain Encoder-Decoder, (2) an Image Transform Network,
and (3) Encoder-Residual block-Decoder. We construct all the models with a comparable number of
parameters. As shown from experiment 1 to 8 in Table 1, the performance of each experiment is
slightly different and at a low acceptance level. In experiment 9, we train our model with the standard
perceptual loss, the score of the evaluation metric is not significantly improved. In experiment
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Fig. 7. Visualization of our stylized frames on different styles with different frame contents.

10, the similarity metric is quite high when we construct our model with our loss (L𝑆𝑃 and L𝑚 ).
Figure 10 visualizes a sample of this experiment. As shown in this figure, a plain encoder can
generate results with the color and patterns that are similar to those of the input style. However,
the portrait is damaged (e.g., eyes and eyebrows of the woman) and the map information are almost
lost. In contrast, the results with our MLT module have clear advantages in style and better content
J. ACM, Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: 2022.
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Fig. 8. In these examples, the background of the input videos are significant. We hypothesize the background
as map and preserve them. Better visualization can be seen on our project website.

Fig. 9. Visualization of our performance on “non-map content” images. In each pair of stylized images: left:
by our method, and right: by MCCNet [7].

preservation ability. The results in Table 1 implies that making use of the off-the-shelf network
structure does not always work in stylizing m-Vi, rather the careful architecture is required.
4.3.2 The impact of loss function. We verify the effectiveness of our loss functions by removing
each loss terms gradually from our full loss function.
A) Structural preservation loss. We compare the generated results with our structural preservation loss and with the standard content loss to verify the effect of structural preservation loss. As
shown in Figure 11, using structural preservation loss can generate results with preserving more
J. ACM, Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: 2022.
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Table 1. Ablation study on architecture design and loss function. In this experiments, we conduct on a plain
encoder-decoder (E-D), Image Transform Network (ITN) [21, 24], a single plain residual block (1 P-Re), and
Our model. In the conjunction with loss function: Perceptual loss [24], our structural preservation loss (L𝑆𝑃 ),
our map coherence loss (L𝑚 )

Architecture
Experiment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

E-D
✓
✓
✓

ITN

1 P-Re

Losses

Our model

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Perceptual loss
✓

Evaluation metric
L𝑆𝑃

L𝑚

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

SSIM
0.41
0.47
0.53
0.32
0.46
0.51
0.49
0.37
0.54
0.76

Fig. 10. (a) without the combination of different resolutions; (b) without MLT module; (c) with MLT module.

specific attributes of the content (e.g., text of the map) compared with the stylized results with the
standard content loss.

Fig. 11. (a) Result trained with standard loss function [15]. (b) Result trained with our structural preservation
loss. The detail of map such as text, specific map patterns are well preserved in our result.

B) MArt style loss. The MArt style loss is proposed to eliminate the noise-like patterns on the
transferred results. We remove the MArt style loss in the training stage to train with the standard
style loss and compare the results with ours in Figure 12. Without MArt style loss, a huge of
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black-squares-noises appear on the results, while the style patterns are well transferred by utilizing
our MArt style loss.

Fig. 12. (a) result trained with standard style loss [15], (b) result trained with our MArt style loss. We
highlight the difference by rectangles. With our MArt style loss, the result is quite improved by eliminating
the black-square noise.

C) Map coherence loss. We verify the effectiveness of the map coherence loss by comparing
the generated results with and without map coherence loss. The comparison is visualized in Figure
13. As observed, both results have the capability of preserving the portrait. However, there is
a lack of of structure consistency in the input and the generated result when training without
map coherence loss, while the results are exhibited with clean and sufficient information by map
coherence loss.

Fig. 13. (a) MArt style, (b) input content, (c) stylized result without L𝑚 , and (d) stylized result with L𝑚 . The
color of (c) closer to (a) than (d) in this style, but the map consistency with (b) is not good as (d) (e.g., the
road, text, tiny regions of the map).

4.4

Visual comparisons

To demonstrate that our method advances prior work in transferring MArt styles to video, we
compare it with five methods. We visualize these comparisons in Figure 14. More comparisons
can be found on our project website1 . To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply deep
learning for MAVi generation. Therefore, we visually compare our results to the state-of-the-art
style transfer methods [1, 7, 21, 24], and a map art style transfer on a single image [43]. For a fair
comparison, most of the compared methods are trained with our training dataset and the source
code released by authors. Note that in this section, we compare on a single frame in terms of the
ability to preserve the map functionality and stylization effects. The comparisons on the criteria of
video are presented in later sections.
We first compare our method to a perceptual loss for the real-time style transfer method proposed
by Johnson et al. [24] in Figure 14-(a). In general, Johnson’s method can preserve most of the major
information of the content. Nevertheless, their results can only retain the foreground but might fail
to evenly distribute the style to the entire image as our method does. In particular, some specific
attributes of the map (e.g., text) are distorted and not recognized well. Besides, the transferred
1 Project

website: http://graphics.csie.ncku.edu.tw/MArtVi
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Fig. 14. Comparisons of map art style transfer on different maps among five competitors and our method.

results are blurry, and the style is not evenly distributed. These drawbacks prevent Johnson’s
method from generating plausible MArt results. In contrast, our method successfully preserves
attributes of map and portrait in the image and distributes color and patterns of the input style
evenly. The reason is that rather than using a pure image transformation network, we propose a
network to extract deep features in both content image and MArt image. The other reason is that it
is not trained with our structural preservation loss and MArt style loss.
In Figure 14-(b), we compare our method with that of AdaIN model [21], which is proposed
to transfer arbitrary new styles in real-time video. Since AdaIN is tailored for natural images, as
observed, AdaIN method generally fails to preserve the attributes of content-map images, especially
when the map composes of line structures, text, etc. This evidences the importance of our MAViNet
design and structural preservation loss. Our method outperforms all competitors in terms of the
abilities in transferring MArt style to m-Vi and preserving specific attributes, even these attributes
are complicated such in the testing input in this comparison.
In Figure 14-(c) and (d), we visually compare our results with those in two recent works, MCCNet
[7] and ArtFlow [1]. Both MCCNet and ArtFlow are designed to tackle problems in universal style
transfer. We can see that MCCNet [7] can preserve some of the major attributes of the input content
(e.g., line, text), but it suffers from transferring the given style to the content, i.e., color, pattern
from the given MArt style. Meanwhile, the results by ArtFlow [1] are damaged significantly in the
first and third row, and deems not to be effective in the second row.
In Figure 14-(e), we compare our method to a multi-stage framework in map art style transfer
[43]. This compared work is mentioned as a variation of Gatys et al. [15], which is early proposed
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to challenge MArt generation. From this figure, we can see that the color of style in Shih et al.
[43]’s results are more comparable to the input map art style than ours. However, some regions
are blurry, and the content, including the portrait and map, is damaged significantly. In particular,
the text and the eyes/eyebrow of the woman are damaged significantly. This may be due to the
failure of the loss function of Shih’s method. The other reason is that the stylized image in their
system is generated by optimizing the Gram matrix between a portrait image and a style image,
which is obtained by extracting its early portrait. In sharp contrast, our method fully preserves
map attributes and portrait information while successfully delivering the plausible stylized result.
In summary, the compared methods share similar difficulties in preserving the portrait and the
specific patterns in the content frames. Conversely, our method outperforms all competitors in the
ability to transfer MArt style and preserve map functionality. This indicates that our method can
challenge transferring map art style to various types of input map.
4.5

Evaluation metrics

To quantitatively evaluate our method’s performance, we measure our results on two aspects, i.e.,
performance on preserving content structure on each single stylized frame and temporal coherency
on the entire generated video. In this quantitative evaluation, we totally use 72 videos which are
generated by five competitors, i.e., Johnson et al. [24], AdaIN [21], MCCNet [7], ArtFlow [1], Shih
et al. [43], and ours. Each method consists of a set of 12 stylized videos, i.e., four input videos are
stylized with four MArt styles.
4.5.1 Content structure preservation. To measure the effectiveness of our model in term of preserving content structure, we use two metrics, Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [19] and region
coverage rate (RCR). We note here that “content structure” encompasses of moving objects and
the map background. SSIM is an index measuring the structure similarity between two images.
When two images are nearly identical, their SSIM is close to 1. In our evaluation, we use SSIM to
measure the similarity between the stylized frames and their corresponding edge map against that
of the source frames. These are illustrated intuitively in Figure 15. We can see that our results keep
plausible edge maps with consistent spatial and structure senses. By comparing the edge maps [31]
computed from the content and stylized frames, we find that our results can better recover the maps
than the compared methods. In term of RCR, we define as 𝑅𝐶𝑅 = (𝐹𝑠 ∧ 𝐹𝑐 )/(𝐹𝑠 ∨ 𝐹𝑐 ), where 𝐹𝑠 is
the stylized frame and 𝐹𝑐 is the corresponding content frame. The analysis results on two metrics
are outlined in Table 2. For both two measurement metrics, the higher the values are, the better
preservation the results are. In term of SSIM, the score on edge map of our method is more close to
that of the source frame and outperforms than the compared methods. This result reveals that our
method is more tailored to preserve the content structure of the input than others. For the RCR
score, our method achieves the highest value and Johnson et al. [24] has a relatively comparable
score with ours. This implies that Johnson et al. [24] is tolerant for the current application. However,
by visually inspecting on the results, Johnson’s results are blurry and the style is not distributed
well as ours.
Table 2. Analysis on the perfomance of content structure preservation

SSIM

on source
on edge map
RCR

[24] AdaIN [21]
0.643
0.524
0.595
0.621
0.589
0.285

MCCNet [7]
0.482
0.597
0.462

ArtFlow [1]
0.561
0.518
0.293

[43]
0.605
0.526
0.318

Ours
0.763
0.784
0.615
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Fig. 15. Visualization of the objects used in our evaluation metrics. Here, 𝐹𝑐 , 𝐹𝑠 , 𝐸𝑐 , 𝐸𝑠 respectively denote the
content frame, stylized frame, edge map of content, and edge map of stylized one. 𝐸𝑠/𝑐 is used to visualize
the difference between 𝐸𝑠 and 𝐸𝑐 . The stylized frame generated by our method is used in this demonstration.
The visualizations of the compared methods are presented in the Appendix, Figure 20.

4.5.2 Temporal consistency. To quantitatively evaluate the temporal consistency in the rendered
videos, we synthesize 15 stylized videos by Johnson et al. [24], AdaIN [21], MCCNet [7], ArtFlow [1],
Shih et al. [43], and our method and measure the coherency of rendered videos by calculating two
metrics. Given two consecutive frames, we first adopt an edge extraction algorithm [31] to generate
the edge maps of these frames (as visualized in Figure 16). Then, we define 𝛿 𝐹 (𝑡 ) =∥ 𝐹𝑡 − 𝐹𝑡 −1 ∥ and
calculate the mean (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝛿 ) of 𝛿 𝐹 (𝑡 ) . Second, we use the LPIPS (Learned Perceptual Image Patch
Similarity) metric proposed by Zhang et al. [52]. LPIPS computes distance in AlexNet feature space
with linear weights to better match human perceptual judgments. On each pair of consecutive
frames, we compare these two metrics of both the generated pairs and source pairs. During the
experiment, we feed the edge maps to 𝛿 𝐹 (𝑡 ) , while the source frames and generated frames are fed
in LPIPS. We then treat the values of these metrics on the source pairs as the ground truth since
the input frames are themselves temporally consistent. The closer value to that of ground truth
tells the more consistency. Table 3 shows the metric error that measures on the results. From the
results, we can conclude that our method can yield the best video results with high consistency.
For the better visualization on video, please see our video results on our website.
Table 3. Comparisons on temporal coherency

Frames
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝛿
𝐿𝑃𝐼𝑃𝑆 (.)

Source video [24]
0.017
0.183
0.162
0.318

AdaIN [21]
0.157
0.247

MCCNet [7]
0.072
0.215

ArtFlow [1] [43]
0.083
0.272
0.284
0.352

Ours
0.052
0.197

4.5.3 User study. In addition to visually inspecting the results from the above comparisons, we
conduct two user studies to further learn the human perception on the performance of our system
and visual quality of our results. Two user studies are conducted independently on two distinct
groups of participants and designed with different goals. The first one, denoted as US-p, is to
measure the performance of our proposed system in term of preserving content structure. The
other one, denoted as US-q, is to validate the visual quality of our stylized videos.
In US-p, we invite 11 participants to join in this study. Seven of them have graphics-related
backgrounds. Only our results are used in this user study. We randomly select 12 videos in our
results in which they have diversity in map backgrounds and animation objects. Each time, a
participant was first shown a source content frame and then the corresponding stylized frame side
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Fig. 16. Visualization of the objects used in evaluating the temporal consistency. Two consecutive frames of
source video (𝐹𝑡𝑠−1, 𝐹𝑡𝑠 ) and corresponding stylized frames (𝐹𝑡𝑜−1, 𝐹𝑡𝑜 ) by each method are extracted to edge
𝑒/𝑜

𝑒/𝑜

𝑒/𝑠

𝑒/𝑠

maps denoted by (𝐹𝑡 −1 , 𝐹𝑡 ) and (𝐹𝑡 −1, 𝐹𝑡 ), respectively. Differences of edge map 𝛿 (.) are visualized in the
last column. The stylized frames generated by our method are used in this demonstration. The results of the
compared methods are presented in the Appendix, Figure 19. The metric of this comparison is presented in
Table 3.

by side. Every participant watched 12 examples and each time was asked to answer the question:
“How do you rate the degree of content structure preservation in the stylized result (structure clear?
messy lines? distorted text?)?”. The participants answer the question by voting in one of the following
five levels: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (1=bad, 5=very good). Thereafter, we compute the average score from 11
participants as the performance of our system in term of content structure preservation. A higher
score means better agreement for the good performance. Figure 17(a) shows the statistic results.
As indicated from this figure, most of our results are judged to well preserve content structure.
There is one case in which the score is in the lowest rate among 12 results. However, it is still at
acceptable rate, i.e., close to the average rate 2.5. And the result in low rate only accounts for 8.3%
of the total data used in this user study. Please see our project website for the visualization of these
12 videos.
In US-q, a total of 19 participants are invited to join in this user study. Five of them have the
interest of art. We select four animations and compose each of them with a random digital map to
generate four content videos. Five style transfer methods are used in this session, Johnson et al.
[24], AdaIN [21], MCCNet [7], ArtFlow [1], and Shih et al. [43]. Four content videos are stylized
into four different MArt styles by six methods, i.e., five compared methods and ours. As a result,
each method has 16 stylized videos. We first show the content video and the MArt style image,
then a set of six stylized results is shown. The resultant videos are displayed in a random order
and the participants are not provided any video information to prevent them from inferring the
method and having bias in their perceptual feeling. Then, at the end of each set, we ask the users
two questions:
Q1. Which stylized result you like the best?
Q2. In the result you selected in Q1, which factor is mainly considered: Foreground object? Background
map? Style? or All three?
We ask the users to select only one result in Q1, and multiply choose for Q2. Figure 17(b-1) shows
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Table 4. The average inferring time (in second) with different resolutions of input videos.

Resolution/Method
256 ×256
512 ×512
1024 ×1024

[24]
67
71
76.5

AdaIN [21]
1.57
2.4
3.375

MCCNet [7]
4.62
6.18
7.36

ArtFlow [1]
3.14
5.47
8.92

[43]
139.5
124.4
173

Ours
0.86
0.95
4.27

the percentage of each method as the best, and Figure 17(b-2) presents the number of votes on each
factor of each method in Q2. The analysis result of Q1 reveals that our results receive majority vote
as the best one. Three methods Johnson et al. [24], MCCNet [7] and Shih et al. [43] are also judged
to be potential. Among our competitors in this user study, ArtFlow [1] is rarely selected because it
cannot handle the rich content in this current application, as we can see the visual comparisons in
the previous session. Inferring the analysis in Figure 17(b-2), our results also receive the highest
vote for the quality of all three raised factors. In terms of the style, Shih et al. [43] receive the higher
vote than ours but the difference is not significant and the score on other aspect of Shih’s method
is relatively lower than ours.

Fig. 17. Analysis result on the user study US-p (a) and on the user study US-q (b-1 and b-2)

4.5.4 Speed Analysis. All experiments are conducted on a PC with Intel Core i7 2.5GHz, 16GB RAM.
Our current system is implemented with the Pytorch framework [35] accelerated by a single GPU
NVIDIA Geforce RTX 306. The offline training process takes approximately 9 hours and converges
after 2 epochs. After training, the stylizing process consumes only 0.72 seconds in average to
process one frame. We compare the average running time of our method with related works in
Table 4. The experiments are conducted on the videos of the same length but different resolutions.
All timing statistics are recorded on a PC with GPU NVIDIA GeForce RTX 306. Obviously, our
method performs faster than the compared methods when inferring the same video resolutions.
4.6 Limitations
Our framework still suffers from some limitations. The current trained model does not have good
performance in two cases. The first case is the map art styles compose of disentanglement detail,
as visualized in Figure 18(a). This is mainly due to the lack of such data in our training set. Our
model may accidentally regard some non-screened regions as stylized regions and try to stylize
them. This leads that map details are distorted. For example, in Figure 18(a-1), the disentanglement
patterns of the map art style are distributed in the entire images and thus yield distortion to map
information. The other case is that transferring the generic artist styles, for example “The Starry
Night” style by Vincent van Gogh, shown in Figure 18(b). This is because the patterns of such artist
styles are different from map art style, our method may fail to preserve specific detail of the content.
It’s worth pointing that such kind of styles is not our focus in this work. However, as shown in this
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figure, our method also can deliver the comparable result with those are original designed for this
style.

Fig. 18. Examples in which our method may not perform well. (a) is the MArt style with disentanglement
pattern, (b) is the generic artist style, i.e., by Vincent van Gogh.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a learning-based framework for Map Art Video (MAVi) generation. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to apply deep learning to MAVi application. The core
contribution is the awareness of (1) preserving the map functionality and the consistency in map
structure and (2) supporting MAVi generation of arbitrary input videos. By proposing MAViNet,
suitable objective functions, and rich map art training data, we are able to generate realistic videos.
Our results show that the proposed system substantially outperforms related methods in terms
of visual quality and meets the mentioned criteria in this research domain. We also demonstrate
multiple potential applications utilizing the benefits from our method. In future works we plan to
explore more advanced network architectures to investigate the complicated semantic in MArt. In
addition, extending this work to other artist styles could be a possibility in our near future. We
hope this will help bridge the gap between digital animation and traditional hand-painted artist
work.
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A

TRAINING DATA PREPARATION

This section introduces our training data preparation for MArtVi style transfer investigation.
The dataset should be considerable variability in terms of animating objects and the cartography
background. Such dataset are not easily obtainable. The existing videos are deficient in the diversity
of background. Most of videos compose of a messy background and it is difficult to separate the
foreground from the background. To make it adequate for reliable learning of MArt transferring,
we prepare a dataset for the current research domain followed the proposed pipeline. First, we
collect two kinds of data: (1) a large set of ordinary videos with the main objects are manually
labeled and (2) a collection of digital maps in the real world. Second, we extract the main objects,
which are labeled in the videos, and merge with a random map in the collection. This strategy
yields a new set of videos with the background is a map, which is so called m-Vi. We then use
J. ACM, Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: 2022.
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FlowNet2 [8] to calculate the optical flow of m-Vis. Finally, we follow the protocol in Ruder et al.
[40] that formulates former video and predicted optical flow to define the motion boundary and
occlusion map. In other words, this value presents whether objects in the consecutive frames are
occluded. And, we use it in coherence loss in our later training process.
In our data preparation, we collect the entire videos in the DAVIS-2017 dataset [36] which is
provided by DAVIS Challenge on video object. This dataset, which is original designed for video
segmentation, contains totally 90 sets of videos. Each segment of video is attached with manually
cut label. Simultaneously, a set of digital maps is prepared. We collect 1000 map images from
Pinterest by providing 7 keywords acquired from this website and cluster them in two collections.
One is called content-map-collection which contains the images used to merge with content in
videos to produce m-Vi. The other, called style-map-collection, refers to the map images treated as
the style in the transferring process. Thereafter, each video is composited with a random map in
the content-map-collection and ended up with a dataset of 90 m-Vis.
The goal of our proposed framework not only is to transfer MArt style to a m-Vi but also
obtain the consistency in stylized video. To enforce stronger consistency between adjacent frames,
motivated by [40], it is required detection of disoccluded regions and motion boundaries. Basically,
the CartVi dataset generated in the first phase does not provide relevant optical flow information.
To achieve this, we adopt FlowNet2 [8] to calculate the optical flows of m-Vi. Thereafter, the optical
flows are used in a forward-backward flow warping in two adjacent frames to detect disocclusions
[40]. Based on the defined flow in both forward and backward directions, motion boundaries are
detected [40]. The reason we employ the disoccluded regions and motion boundaries detection
in our dataset preparation is that if the object is occluded, the error before and after warped
calculation is larger and thus it increases the calculation error of the training model. Recalled
that after the disocclusion detection manner, two flow maps are obtained. One is the flow map
in forward direction and the other represents for the flow map in the backward direction. Lastly,
these two maps are synthesized to a map, so called “weight map”, for later used in the temporal
consistency loss computation. Later, we will experimentally show these two maps can significantly
improve both temporal coherence and cartography consistency in stylized video results.
B

MORE VISUALIZATIONS
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Fig. 19. Visualization of content structure preservation of the compared methods

Fig. 20. Visualization of differences in adjacent frames of the compared methods.
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